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Do Not Buy Fap Turbo by Marcus B. Leary Until You Discover This Shocking Fap Turbo Review and
Killer Fap Turbo Bonus worth over $13,000.

July 1, 2009 - PRLog -- From: Mareska
Product: Fap Turbo
RE: Fap Turbo Review 

Fap Turbo is a piece of software program that performs the Foreign Exchange (Forex) trades on autopilot
based on various in built intelligence and algorithms. What is so special about Fap Turbo ? Well, first of all,
many Forex products use back testing and use fake results and in reality the original accounts could be
different. But the Fap Turbo creators have so much faith on their product and uses live trading accounts
directly on their web site to prove the power of the system with real-time updates. Secondly it solves many
common issues that exist in today’s Forex Robots which are outlined below.

Fap Turbo Review
Like you I was skeptical too about this before purchasing this software. After researching on the net, I
found the reason for the hype. Basically the original author (Marcus Leary) of another popular Forex Robot
(Forex Autopilot – FAP) was generous enough to share his source code with three brilliant guys Steve,
Mike and Ulrich who developed an improvised version of Forex Autopilot called it FAP Turbo with a lot of
bells and whistles to make this software, THE BEST in the Forex industry.

The most common problems that the current Forex Robots have are “No Stop Losses” and Fap Turbo
betting strategy which could wipe out your bankroll in high drawdowns during the losing streaks or make
you a huge profit like a slot machine. Fap Turbo offers solutions to both these problems by lowering
drawdowns and fixed the “Stop loss” strategy for a safer trading. And much more new features were added
to fab turbo that no one has seen in the Forex robot community.

Ok….What’s Inside The Member Area?

After you sign up at Fap Turbo, you will be provided with the following in the member area:

   * 1 Robot License Key
   * VIP Members Area Access
   * Step by Step Video Instruction Manual.
   * Plenty of Video Tutorials.
   * Email/Phone/Forum Support

Overview of Fap Turbo
Fap Turbo uses two strategies namely the short-term and long-term trading strategies. Both are explained
very well inside the member area with plenty of examples.

A) The Short-term trading strategy of Fap Turbo uses 4 main currency pairs for Forex trading in 15 minute
time-window with a very profitable scalping technique. It will perform 1 to 5 trades per day with a strict
money management. This unique scalping strategy has a built-in intelligence that makes sure that you have
a bigger profits.

B) The Long-Term trading strategy: The techniques were borrowed from Forex Autopilot but has been
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improvised with a variety of filters and indicators were added to avoid trading during volatile periods. The
system detects a good trend and confirms it using internal indicators, then opens the trades for a maximum
profit for you. This technique was optimized to avoid trading during risky market conditions.

C) Training & Documentations: The member area is well equipped with step-by-step instruction guides and
a plenty of video tutorials that cover from the basic settings of the software, how to install on your PC to
how to advanced trading techniques.

D) Active Member Forum: As part of the program, you will get a full access to a private forum where you
will get a chance to interact with fellow FapTurbo users to gain some insights and tips.

E) Customer support: Fap Turbo has the long-term commitment of developers which ensure frequent
updates to their software with any improvements and fixes. With the purchase, you will get lifetime free
software updates and strategies. With over 55,000 satisfied subscribers (at the time of writing this review),
the list grows day-by-day. Definitely this is not a piece of product that would come and vanish; it will stay
for a long time to come. The creators are very committed to help every one of their users make a lot of
money in the future.

Fap Turbo Bonus
I will give you a huge  Fap Turbo Bonus worth Over $13,000 if you purchase Fap Turbo through my link
on this page.

How to collect my Fap Turbo bonuses?
1. Clear your COOKIES first.
2. Purchase Fap Turbo through this Link
3. Forward your payment receipt to reska88  gmail  com
4. Once I confirm your purchase, I will email you the details about how to get your bonus package worth
over $13,000
5. Enjoy your FAP Turbo Bonus

Visit http://www.reviewq.info/go/fapturbo For More Information about Fap Turbo Review

--- End ---
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